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Annotation
The war unleashed by Putin in Ukraine has led to the loss of meaningfulness of the whole life of many people, especially 
those who expected this tragedy. Finding themselves in political, economic, technological and intellectual isolation, 
people are forced to build their strategic trajectories, realizing at the same time that Putin and his entourage are also 
building strategic plans in the face of the confrontation of civilization.

I dream of returning from the war,on which he was born and 
raised,on the ruins of a poor country,
under the rains of tears,but the tyrant is not interred, who declared 
war on the country,and is not visibleabout the end and the edge 
this war.

I don’t presume to prophesy, but I know for sure that I will re-
turneven in a hundred centuries
there are no fools in the country, and geniuses, and, defeated in 
battle, I will be resurrected and sing on your first birthday Country 
returned from the war
Igor Talkov, rock song “I will return” (1990)

On February 24, 2022, I instantly lost the meaning of life. Proba-
bly, this shock happened to many, but I expected it for almost 30 
years – and now it happened. The war with Ukraine, it seems to 
me, is only the beginning of Putin’s  monstrous plan to become 
the most supervillain in the history of mankind, since there are no 
other reasons to cling to world history. 

The situation in which Russia found itself – solely by its own will 
and initiative – is unique in almost all respects and in its scale: 
even Hitler’s Germany, for all its predatory attitude towards for-
eign countries and peoples, had justification and justification for its 
aggressions in its ideology – Russia does not have a single ideo-
logical argument.  in his desire to wipe out Ukraine from the face 
of the Earth, and then - everything human, including himself. An 
extreme form of paranoid suicide.

That is why in the upcoming analysis there is nothing to rely on the 
historical and cultural, and, consequently, references to scientific, 
philosophical and any other sources are actually impossible.  In 
Russia, Bogdanov’s theory of organization has long disappeared 
[1, 2], together with the carriers and followers of this theory, West-
ern theories, for example[3, 4], there is simply no one and no need 
to perceive and implement 
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Table 1: Insulation depth matrix

glubin insulation withstrategic elections
visionin the wake of civilization Visionon an independent and 

independent trajectory
dvision of the situation (impro-
visational, spontaneous move-
ment)

several months
several years within one genera-
tion
several generations
eternal isolation

Different depths of isolation require different strengths of political 
determination and will, different scales of ontological ideas about 
the future, different power of utopian imagination. Unfortunately, 
ALL political forces and subjects in Russia are able to consider 
only isolated shallow waters - from a few hours to several months. 
This leads to a constant drift of positions and opinions depending 
on the winds and currents of changing circumstances. Deeper iso-
lation,  for example, within 5-20 years, no one thinks or imagines 
it, although it seems to be the most optimistic of all possible. 

At the same time, it should be emphasized that I absolutely do not 
believe in any tunnel effects that multi-caliber methodologists and 
programmers like to indulge in [5] (in the mid-80s, having heard 
the word “computer” for the first time, both of them boldly stated 
that in a tunnel way CCCR overtookeveryone: thenthe Soviet So-
viet  The “computer” “Kursk” occupied a total volume of one and 
a half cubic meters, the armored processor weighed 300 kg, and 8 
kb of information fit on a disk with an almost half-meter diameter 
- 40 years  passed, and where did we go? Even more ridiculous is 
the story with toilet paper: it was invented in 1861, by the end of 
the 19th century it was used by all civilized people, in 1945 the 
USSR took it out of Germanyand  a factory for the production of 
toilet paper with equipment of the late 19th century, it took  about 
10 years to master this technology, but for 80 years so in the USSR 
and Russia and did not learn how to make toilet paper of modern 
standards).

Scenariomatically, strategic options for the further history of the 
country are very limited: 
• Movement in the Wake of Civilization
• movement along an independent and independent trajectory
• movement according to the situation (improvisational, sponta-
neous movement)

The latter characterizes the entire period of Putin’s rule and his 
entourage, but it is this situationality and spontaneity of the move-
ment – from the readiness to join NATO to the readiness to fight it 
at the level of nuclear missile weapons – that testifies to the lack of 
strategy and strategic thinking, if we understand by strategization 
not the long-term strategy usual for the Russian mentality, but the 
choice and strictlye  following the highest echelon / stratum of 
values regardless of situations and circumstances. 

The main reason for the lack of strategy in the political space of 
Russia lies in the more than a century of political practice of neg-
ativefrom the struggle of personalities similar and similar to the 
leader, but qualitatively worse than this leader. This was observed 
in the team / entourage of Lenin, Stalin, all subsequent Soviet and 
post-Soviet leaders, who pulled the motorcade with them. illiterate 
emigrants, illiterate bandits, “Moldovan” and “Dnepropetrovsk”, 
“St. Petersburg” and “Chekist”, up to court judokas and no less 
than courtyard boys:

Table 2: Team selection matrix/leader’s environment

 similar other
better than yourself with an elective team elit ( competitive) selection
worse than yourself otricial selection (Russia last 100 years) eifferitalnыy team 

It is not only about the highest level of the hierarchy, but about any 
level and, therefore, about all levels of the hierarchy totally. 

This is a continuation not only of the Soviet/Communist traditions, 
which are inherently repugnant, but also of the traditions of Hit-

ler’s Germany – both of these traditions turn their countries into 
nameless cemeteries and would like to see the whole world as one 
continuous unnamed cemetery.
Here is Hitler’s characterization from a civilizational point of view:
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To these rules should be  added  four of Putin’s rules, the obvious-
ness of which does not need to be proved:
• consider someone else’s success a personal insult and mercilessly 
avenge it
• It is necessary not to threaten, but to trade in threats: blackmail 
with atomic war is cheaper than the war itself
• only lies: any word of truth is the disclosure of state secrets and 
the secrets  of the identity of the dictator
• Never allow people smarter and better than yourself in your en-
vironment

A conscious strategic choice will be possible only with the transi-
tion to an elite / competitive selection of the team - everything else 
in conditions of prolonged isolation simply does not work, and 
the shortest isolation, alas, is unrealistic after March 1, 2022, the 
supposed end of the blitz-krieg and the victory parade on Khresh-

chatyk in Kiev (senior officers and generals of the Russian army 
crossed the border, having in their luggage a ceremonial military 
uniform and were already spinning in uniforms.  holes for orders). 

What, in our opinion, is the spectrum of marginal values?
• the thousand-year efforts of mankind to create beauty - man, his 
home, his temples and cities, his landscapes above any goals, de-
sires and desires of historical plankton
• the history of mankind - the history of its culture, it is the only 
thing that is worthy to remain afterour departure and disappear-
ance; the achievements of culture are not dead material remains 
and ruins, but works of human creativity - music, poems, painting, 
everything that we breathed in this world with our souls inspired 
by the spirit of the Mind, and while creativity is alive, these attri-
butes of creativity are alive, even if they are fossils.
• ethical principles and humanistic principles in the foundation of 
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all world religions above any legislation, decrees and orders
• the life of EVERY person is important and valuable no less than 
the life of any other person or even all of humanity - and are we not 
depriving the Messiah of life?
• War is a crime, and therefore every war must end not only in 
peace, but also in judgment and sentence, regardless of whether 
the criminal is the winner or the loser of the war
• Each of us must think, feel and act responsibly as if he were the 
last person on Earth and in the universe
• There are not and cannot be circumstancesthat allow us to devi-
atefrom our highest values.
• Strategy is forward-looking, butwhat is missing means nothing if 
it is not the present and relies on the past.

Thus, we are talking not just about the elimination of the arro-
gant and lying paranoid, but about changing the entire paradigm 
of Russia’s statehood, up to the refusal of this country in statehood 
(turning it into a conglomerate of protectorates) and, at least, the 
creation of a new, democratic and peace-loving state. 

Human capital in isolation
This is not about preserving the population, but about creating a re-
serve for cultured and educated people. Fortunately, only educated 
people need education, and there are very few of them in Russia, 
no more than 1% of the population. 

Table 3: Human Capital Strategya

insulation depths strategic elections
movement in the wake of civili-
zation

movement along an independent 
and independent trajectory

movement through the situation 
(improvisational, spontaneous 
movement)

several months Emigration and the formation of 
Russian cultural, scientific and 
educational communities

Creation of informal cultural, 
scientific and educational centers/
clubs

Cultural and educational drift 
under the influence of political 
currents

several years within one genera-
tion

Preservation of channels of cultur-
al, scientific and educational ties 
PartialD-Russification Language

Creation of a fundamentally new 
sphere of culture, science and 
education and its infrastructure 
Deanglization of language

Poorly projected reality

several generations Traffic is difficult Creation of independent cultural 
norms and models

Unprojected reality

eternal isolation Movement is impossible Creating Independent Traditions 
and Routines

It will take only a few years for Russia  to confidently say “long-dis-
tance viewing” instead of “TV”, “damn web” instead of “Internet” 
and “desktop” instead of “computer”.

Engineering and Humanitarian Technologies and Standards
• Here it is necessary to turn out / dump plowing almost every-
thing, for example:
- transition from socio-financial technologies, where people are a 
means of increasing finances, to financial and social technologies 
aimed at the well-being of the population with financial resources
- transition from a territorial-production organization, where the 
territories and their potential serve as a means of developing pro-

duction and capital, to production-territorial structures that serve 
the prosperity of the territories and the people inhabiting them with 
the means of production and industry in general
- transition from state interests to human ones, since the state ma-
chine should have neither its own goals nor its own interests, but 
only satisfy the interests and needs of people; in other words, not 
people should serve the state, but the state to people
- Transition from service to service, from compulsory labour to 
self-employment
- transition from calibration of people for technologies and techno-
logical schemes to flexible technologies that take into account the 
individual characteristics of people.

Table 4: Strategy for the formation anddevelopmentof x  and humanitariantechnologies  and standards

insulation depths strategic elections
movement in the wake of civili-
zation

movement along an independent 
and independent trajectory

movement through the situation 
(improvisational, spontaneous 
movement)

several months Impossible or very difficult Conscious impoverishment and 
proletarianization/lumpenization

several years within one genera-
tion

Primitivization technical means 
and human relations

Creation of a system of own norms 
and standards

Scientific, technical and profes-
sional regression 
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several generations Catching up traffic Alternative development Revival of lost professions and 
technologies (blinkers, coachmen, 
potters, peddlers)

eternal isolation Museumification and transforma-
tion of the country into a reserve

Formation of an alternative civi-
lization

Turning the country into a new 
Antarctica

Unfortunately, there are already legislative proposals to abandon 
the metric system of weights and measures and to switch to the 
Russian system before 1917: a verst (1067 meters), a pound (16.38 
kilograms), a bucket (12 liters), etc. , that is, the implementation 
of the strategy “withthe creation of a system of its own norms and 
standards” is being prepared. 
Other spheres of life are secondary to these two (political, eco-
nomic, legal, environmental, etc.), and therefore are unprincipled 
and of little interest for analysis. 
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